
Weddings 
at the george in rye



The moment we stepped into the ballroom on 
our quest to find a hotel, we knew The George 
in Rye was special.

Admittedly, Rye’s most illustrious coaching inn 
was, in 2004 run down from years of neglect. 
But the Regency ballroom, while dusty and  
decrepit, had a magnificent presence, and we 
just knew it would be the most beautiful setting 
for a wedding. 

Fast forward a few years, and post-renovation, 
those carpets were gone, the beams had been 
sandblasted, and the bedrooms now offered a 
unique take on British design. Above all, the 
ballroom was transformed, illuminated with 
chandeliers and clad in silk-painted wallpaper.

Our dream was to create an elegant and  
approachable celebration venue, and we hope 
that as you explore this book, you will agree 
that weddings at The George are rather  
special. Whether classic, contemporary or 
vintage, every couple’s personal approach 
seems to work here, and wildweddings.co.uk 
have captured the romance and delight  
of many an occasion. 

Here’s to many more weddings at The George, 
and if you, reader, happen to be engaged, 
don’t forget to ask for a look around the  
ballroom while you are here....

Alex & Katie Clarke
Owners, The George in Rye
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The Sitting Room













The Ceremony













Rye Town





















The Tap









The Benson











The Balcony





The Courtyard











The Ballroom



























Dancing
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THE PHOTOGRAPHER

Nick is  creative director of  
wildweddings.co.uk and is known 
for his unobtrusive wedding  
photography and easy manner. 
Nick has worked as a commercial 
advertising and photolibrary  
photographer since 1992, and 
continues to sell imagery to the 
world’s major advertising and  
design agencies, in more than  
47 countries.



wildweddings.co.uk
   London and Country Wedding Photography

We produce exceptional wedding photography and outstandingly 
beautiful books, like this one, for The George for all our clients,  
on request. We have a wealth of experience shooting weddings 
across Britain, including many of London and the South-East’s  
most attractive boutique hotels as well as bohemian tipis and  
beautiful marquees in the remotest locations.

 To check availability for your wedding date, please get in touch  
with either Bella or Nick. We look forward to working with you.

bella@wildweddings.co.uk
nick@wildweddings.co.uk
07903 411 193
01435 863691

Walnuts Farm
Old Heathfield
East Sussex
TN21 8QS

          
    For further information on weddings at The George  

    and to organise a show round, please contact  
    our Event Sales Manager by emailing  

    events@thegeorgeinrye.com 
    or telephone 01797 222114

    The George in Rye
    98 High Street Rye, East Sussex

    TN31 7JT




